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Abstract
Capstone courses, which are often the final course in a student’s undergraduate education, provide an
opportunity for students to apply and hone the essential skills and knowledge they need to succeed in their
chosen field. The focus of this paper is on a project management (PM) capstone course that is offered to
Information systems/Information Technology (IS/IT) students at a small Caribbean university. Five years
ago, the university’s PM capstone program was restructured to use real-world IT projects that would
deliver needed solutions to local enterprises serving as program sponsors. Relying on quantitative and
qualitative data collected from key stakeholders over the past five years, this paper assesses whether the
restructured capstone program has met its objective of enabling IS/IT students to develop both the
technical/hard skills and the soft skills needed to succeed as well-rounded IS/IT professionals.
Keywords: Capstone Course, Information Systems, Information Technology, Project Management (PM),
Hard Skills, and Soft Skills

Introduction
A capstone course is usually the culminating class in an undergraduate program of study (Tabatabaei et al.,
2005). Capstone courses help students develop the skills and provide them with the broad knowledge base
they will need for successful careers (Dunlap, 2005). Given that project management (PM) skills are
considered essential for success in most Information Systems/Information Technology (IS/IT)
organizations (Longenecker et al., 2015), a PM capstone course for IS/IT students would be expected to
provide students the opportunity to apply the PM principles they learned in earlier courses to the execution
of IS/IT projects. This paper follows on from a previously published examination of a PM capstone course
in a small university setting that aims to use real-world IT projects to reinforce PM technical or “hard”
skills of IS/IT students while developing essential non-technical or “soft” skills such as teamwork, problemsolving, leadership and communication (Smith, 2021). That examination concluded that providing a
project-based experiential environment that incorporates theoretical and practical components does provide
students with the opportunity to hone their PM hard skills while acquiring the soft skills that are vital to
success in the industry. One area for further work identified in the prior paper is the conduct of a quantitative
and qualitative assessment of the perceived value of the PM capstone course based on the experiences of
key stakeholders. The focus of this paper is such an assessment.
There is very little in the literature about the incorporation of a PM capstone course into the IS/IT
undergraduate curriculum. This paper describes the objective and challenges of offering a PM capstone
course to IS/IT students at the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI) and assesses the perceived benefits
and value of the course based on a five-year review of stakeholder feedback data. This review includes an
examination of whether the course was successful in achieving its primary learning objectives and what
factors appear to influence student performance and learning outcomes. Understanding these factors helps
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faculty to refine and improve the capstone course. To conduct our assessment, we relied on stakeholder
feedback collected through a combination of qualitative and quantitative assessment tools, including
surveys, journal inputs, informal observations, and captured notes from lessons learned sessions.
We begin this paper with a short review of the literature discussing the purpose of capstone courses
generally, and PM capstone courses in particular. We continue with an overview of the PM capstone course
we developed in the Information Systems and Technology (IST) department at UVI, including a discussion
of the unique challenges we faced with this endeavor. Next, we summarize the perceived outcomes, benefits
and learnings from the course, as taught over a five-year period, based on feedback collected from key
stakeholders (sponsors, students and faculty). Finally, we make some conclusions about the overall value
of the course in our specific school setting and address some of the limitations of this kind of review.

Background and Literature Review
Capstone courses are common in higher education and offer a culminating experience that “require[s]
students nearing the end of their college years to create a project of some sort that integrates and applies
what they’ve learned” (Kuh, 2008). The main goal of the capstone course is to provide students the
opportunity to review and apply the central skills and content of their major. A capstone course’s
experiential learning environment provides a structured process for students to gain deeper knowledge
through creative and critical thinking, and to manage uncertainty with real-world problems through
communication and teamwork while learning professional skills (Anazifa & Djukri, 2017).
Universities offer various types of PM training, from certificate programs to graduate programs (e.g.,
Master’s degrees / executive programs). These programs are usually taught by faculty of a university’s
Business or Engineering school (Bourgault, 2006). A PM capstone course, like most capstone courses, is
“a project-based learning experience that attempts to mirror a real-world problem with open-ended projects”
(Simard, 2021). In a PM capstone course, students are expected to apply the project management principles
they have learned in all previous PM courses to achieve a unique goal or outcome.
A PM capstone project can provide a significant educational experience for students in the development of
their technical and soft skills. The typical design of a PM capstone course covers the following processes:
problem definition, concept generation, preliminary design, detail design, and communication of results
(Laguette, 2012). More specifically, a PM capstone course allows students to navigate all the PM process
groups and most of the PM knowledge areas (Project Management Institute, 2017). By developing,
negotiating, and managing their capstone project plan, students become engaged intellectually and
emotionally in the outcome (Broecher et al., 2019).
PM capstone projects are designed to be challenging, encourage students to think critically and help develop
soft skills such as communication, teamwork, planning, self-sufficiency, and goal-setting (Martonosi &
Williams, 2016). Capstone projects are critical in transforming a student's theoretical knowledge into
relevant skills for business-driven tasks (Morgan et al., 2021). PM capstone courses ask a lot of students,
who often need significant supervision and direction and must move through the project very quickly in
order to complete it within the necessary timeframe. This can be a daunting undertaking. Most capstone
courses are credit courses that must be completed in one semester, but this timetable may not be ideal
because it compresses the time necessary for project execution (Keup, 2018). Some of the primary
challenges associated with the capstone course are the academic time restrictions within which students are
expected to complete complex projects and the impulsion to balance the needs of the students, the sponsors
and the university.
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Some university departments use capstone work products to assess the efficacy of a program of study. From
an accreditation standpoint, a capstone-based assessment is a way to measure students’ knowledge, skills,
and abilities after completion of their educational program (Murray, 2008). Some departments, such as the
IST department at UVI, require students to publicly present their work as an exhibition, performance,
poster, etc. (Bachand et al., 2006). Their work products "provide the most direct and unfiltered image of
students' capabilities" (Hartmann, 1992). While affording another opportunity for students to practice their
soft skills, these presentations also provide the basis for an external evaluation of an academic program.

UVI PM Capstone Program
Context and Objective of the Program
The University of the Virgin Islands (UVI) is a small, public, co-ed, land-grant Historically Black College
and University (HBCU) in the United States Virgin Islands (USVI). Its faculty and students are spread out
across two campuses and two different islands, and its total undergraduate enrollment in 2020 was 1,103
(DataUSA, 2020). Like many small universities, especially those in the Caribbean, UVI is located in a small
community. The current population of the USVI stands at 103,971, and it has been in decline every year
since 2000 when it was 108,600 (World Population Review, 2022). There are few industries in the USVI,
with the main ones being Advanced Manufacturing, Financial Services, Information & Technology and
Tourism & Hospitality (United States Virgin Islands Economic Development Authority [USVIEDA], n.d.).
The number of private sector employees in the USVI was only 29,118 in 2015, and a large majority of these
worked for employers with fewer than 100 employees (U.S. Small Business Administration [SBA], 2018).
Entrepreneurship and small business development are critical components of economic growth, including
in small communities (Reddy, 2007). UVI, like other small colleges, forms community partnerships with
local businesses and non-profit organizations. These collaborations provide opportunities for studententrepreneurs to gain hands-on experience and develop professional habits. The university also facilitates
collaboration with local and federal economic development partners to establish small business incubators
that can help entrepreneurs. UVI thrives on collaborating successfully with industry to provide students
with an experiential learning culture that produces well-rounded industry professionals.
Five years ago, UVI’s Information Systems and Technology (IST) department restructured its PM capstone
course to focus on real-world projects. The ultimate objective of the restructuring was to provide an
environment that produces well-rounded IS/IT professionals who possess the full range of skills necessary
for success in the industry. The program was designed so that students work in teams of 2-4 members to
apply and practice the IS/IT and PM subject matter knowledge gained from earlier courses in the context
of an actual IS/IT project. The expectation was that students would not only hone their technical skills but
would develop the soft skills necessary to successfully manage a project from start to finish, producing a
required deliverable in an agreed time frame.
Sponsors and Projects
Since the restructuring of UVI’s PM capstone course five years ago, sponsors have been recruited from
both government and industry. Some sponsors have participated in the program multiple years.
Table 1 shows a partial list of capstone projects undertaken in the five-year period under review.
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Year

Project

2018
2019
2019
2022
2020
2022

Table 1: Sample Capstone Projects

Sponsor

Team Size

IST Department internal projects

IST Faculty

Design/implement Web presence
for a startup business
IS/IT projects to support ongoing or
new business activities

Local
restaurant
Local small
IT-based
business
Local research
observatory

Multiple 1person
projects
2

Implement business processes and
IT applications to support ongoing
activities of an observatory (i.e.,
inventory control, customer
relationship management (CRM)
system, and a point of sale (POS)
system

Project status at the
end of the course
Various outcomes
Unsuccessful

3

Largely successful

3 or 4

Largely successful

Project outcomes were rated according to three categories: successful, unsuccessful, and somewhere in
between. A project was largely successful if it was carried out according to the approved project plan and
also met the objectives set forth by the sponsor. A project was unsuccessful if it failed to accomplish most
of its documented goals. Projects rated as successful were typically the result of a combination of good
teamwork, effective communication, and strong project management skills. In instances where unforeseen
events occurred (e.g., supplier constraints or delays in essential hardware delivery), project scopes were
modified to accommodate the time constraints of the class, but student teams were not penalized for not
fulfilling their initial scope.
While our goal is for all capstone projects to be successful, we also were prepared for failure. One project
failed spectacularly, but it provided an opportunity for everyone to learn: the sponsors, the students and the
faculty. In the lessons learned session where we discussed this project, students were able to reflect on their
actions and understand why the project failed. This particular project failure also presented an opportunity
for the PM capstone program to implement improved procedures to support the projects and their sponsors.
Program Challenges
Capstone courses in general present challenges for sponsors, educators, and students, who each have
potentially competing expectations of the program. Some of the challenges typical of capstone programs in
small school settings are resource restrictions, finding sponsors, finding suitable projects and lack of
corporate partnerships (Jha and Kumar, 2020). UVI’s PM capstone program faced all of these challenges.
One resource constraint that existed when UVI’s PM capstone program was initially established was a lack
of personnel with the qualifications necessary to support a PM capstone program targeted to IS/IT students.
However, in 2017, UVI’s IST Department hired a faculty member who is a certified Project Management
Professional (PMP) with IT industry expertise. Once this faculty member was on board, he PM capstone
program was reorganized to include real-world initiatives with sponsors from the local business community.
Finding appropriate sponsors and/or projects can have a significant impact on the success of a capstone
course. As a small school located remotely from the US mainland with a local community characterized by
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few industries and a relatively tiny private sector, UVI was already hard-pressed to find project sponsors
and projects. This challenge was exacerbated when the USVI was ravaged by two category 5 hurricanes in
2017, which was the same year the PM capstone program was restructured. Consequently, during the first
year of the restructured program, we were unable to recruit suitable industry sponsors or solve any realworld problems because local businesses were consumed with the rebuilding effort. As a workaround, we
devised various IS/IT projects for our capstone students that addressed needs within the IST department.
The work on those projects enabled us to build and test many of the tools and procedures we needed to
manage future capstone projects.
Other challenges were encountered related to program implementation as the stakeholders endeavored to
put theoretical principles into practice. While most of the projects completed during the five-year review
period were successful and the teams’ efforts were creditable, it was sobering to see students struggle to
remember and/or apply basic concepts that were recently taught. As such, lots of patience and coaching
was required. Managing students and keeping sponsors happy does entail significant time on the part of the
capstone course faculty. Despite these challenges, we felt that the redesigned PM capstone course created
a win-win-win situation: sponsoring businesses received a useful product or service; students enhanced
their appeal to potential employers by gaining valuable real-world experience while developing their
professional skills; and our university successfully partnered with industry to provide students with an
experiential learning culture that promotes the development of well-rounded IS/IT professionals (Smith,
2021). This capstone experiential learning experiment would not have worked well without the
collaborative efforts of all stakeholders.
Assessment of PM Capstone Course
We used a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods to assess UVI's PM capstone course over
the five years since the course was restructured to focus on real-world projects. Our assessment is based on
the perspectives of the program’s key stakeholders and draws on data culled from the following sources:
o
Lessons learned documentation: Project presentations and meeting notes captured feedback from
students and sponsors about their experience with the capstone projects. The documentation covers
discussions on what could have been done differently, student opinions regarding their and their
teammates’ performance, and the usefulness of project management processes.
o
Project portfolio: Students were required to submit all work product (project documentation,
emails, meeting agendas and minutes, etc.) to a project repository during the progression of the
capstone course. In addition to work product, students were asked to provide weekly timesheets
and personal retrospectives on their projects.
o
Student feedback: At the conclusion of the semester, students were asked to complete surveys in
which they evaluated their own performance in the course as well as that of their peers. Only the
instructor had access to this feedback. Students also provided course feedback during the lessons
learned session held at the end of each course.
o
Sponsor feedback: Surveys were distributed to sponsors near the end of the semester soliciting their
feedback on the students’ performance and work products. Project review feedback was informally
collected during the semester. Additionally, sponsors shared their feedback during the lessons
learned session at the end of the course.
o
IST faculty feedback: The lessons learned session at the end of the course is open to all IST faculty,
and course feedback from IST faculty were captured during these sessions.
We note that some of the data described above were used to support UVI’s renewal application for
accreditation by the Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP). Additionally,
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these data help to inform development of UVI’s IS/IT curriculum and the capstone course on an ongoing
basis.
As part of our five-year course review, we used the feedback from the different stakeholders to consider
whether the course delivered on its objective of developing both technical/hard and soft skills. Since
capstone course faculty could not (and should not) attend all project meetings, it was important to have
other stakeholders contribute to the evaluation of students’ soft and hard skills (see Table 2 for a list of
which stakeholders provided input into the evaluation of the different skills). All stakeholder contributions
were considered to be valuable because of the unique perspective offered by each stakeholder.
Table 2: Soft/Hard Skill Evaluators

Technical/Hard Skills

PM
IS/IT

Soft Skills
Communication
Problem-Solving
Teamwork
Leadership

Instructor/
IST Faculty

Sponsor

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Peers
(students)

X
X
X

Below, we break down the stakeholder feedback as it relates to the course’s support for the development of
technical/hard skills and four distinct soft skills (communication, problem-solving, teamwork, and
leadership).
Technical/Hard Skills
Technical or hard skills refer to the technical expertise needed to function in a particular domain (Sukhoo
et al., 2005). IS/IT and PM skills are the hard skills required to complete an IS/IT project. They can be
assessed in a few different ways: evaluation of students’ knowledge of PM processes and use of IS/IT tools,
sponsors’ opinions of PM effectiveness, and faculty evaluation of student project outcomes. In other words,
outcomes as well as IT/PM technical skills can be measured by the success or failure of a project as
perceived by the stakeholders. Over the five-year period under review, based on quantitative and qualitative
measures, 14 of the 15 projects undertaken were successfully completed. Students were able to deliver
projects that achieved their written objectives while managing stakeholders' expectations. According to
lessons learned notes, most students believed that they managed their capstone project well. Sponsor
feedback and project outcomes indicated that project teams consistently followed standard PM processes
and used appropriate PM and IS/IT tools. One satisfied sponsor stated the following:
"These tools [developed by a student project team] will significantly benefit and streamline
personnel management of day-to-day operations, and also represent a crucial point in ensuring
continuity in our organization."
The project teams used their critical thinking and planning abilities (both essential PM technical skills) to
monitor and control their project tasks in order to be successful. This conclusion is supported by the sponsor
feedback shown in Figure 1, where these skills were consistently rated above average. A recent LinkedIn
search provides further informal validation that UVI’s PM capstone course builds strong technical skills,
as it shows that at least one-third of our capstone course alumni are currently employed in the IS/IT field.
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Communication Skills
Communication skills refer to the ability to convey information and ideas effectively (HarperCollins, 2022).
Since project managers must be advocates for a project, they need to be able to effectively communicate
the goals and benefits of the project to all stakeholders. Whether our PM capstone students demonstrated
effective communication skills over the five-year review period was assessed by sponsors, student peers,
and faculty. Most teams exhibited good written communication skills by clearly documenting important
aspects of their project (i.e., scope, change requests, and project plan). The lessons learned sessions
provided another opportunity for teams to showcase their communication skills through their project
presentations and their responses to questions about their projects.
At the end of the course, sponsors completed an online Google form where they rated the students’
communication skills on a 5-points Likert scale as follows: Unsatisfactory = 1, Needs Improvement = 2,
Average = 3, Good = 4, and Excellent = 5. Feedback on this particular soft skill (and the PM technical skills
of critical thinking and planning) was collected for only four of the years of the review period. For those
years, the communication skills of UVI’s PM capstone students were consistently rated better than Average
(see Figure 1). The course instructor and IST faculty agreed with the assessment of the sponsors. One
sponsor shared the following feedback about the communications ability of the project team:
“Although the students appeared general (sic) well rounded from the beginning, I saw where the
students increased their communication and efforts working both individually on specific tasks as
well as collaboratively.”

4.86

5
4.5
4

3.8

3.6

4.13

4
3.5

4.43
3.88

3.86

4.17

4

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Critical Thinking Skill
Planning Skill
Communication Skill

2019
3.8

2020
3.5

2021
4.86

2022
4.17

3.6

4.13

3.86

4

4

3.88

4.43

4.17

Figure 1: Sponsor Evaluation of Certain Student Skills
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Problem-Solving Skills
Problem-solving skills are essential to keeping a project on track because they enable the negotiation and
navigation of any difficulties and dangers that may arise during the course of the project. This skill can be
assessed by looking at the work product of a project. Successful projects require that the project team and
its sponsor work together. Negotiations between project teams and their sponsors may be challenging
because of the pressure students may feel to comply with all of their sponsor's requests. Surprisingly, we
discovered that student teams were able to resolve difficult situations to everyone's satisfaction with very
little coaching from professors. Having to gather requirements for their projects was another way in which
students were able to practice their problem-solving skills. The ability of students to analyze a real-world
problem and suggest solutions was demonstrated in the documentation of approved scope statements and
change order requests.
One project from 2019 serves to illustrate the problem-solving skills of UVI’s PM capstone students. This
was a project where students helped to design a website feature for an online community directory of a
local IT company. With little guidance, the students gathered and distributed pertinent content and
information for the directory. They also met with other businesses to collect and enter pertinent data. The
students designed, presented, and implemented features based on a feasibility study they performed.
Unfortunately, through no fault of the students or the sponsor, the project was delayed and required an extra
week past the end of the semester to complete. Despite the unexpected delay, the students stayed engaged
and were fully invested in the project's success. On their own initiative, they used a change request process
to document the impact of the delay on the project schedule. The conduct of this project team showed that
the students had learned and were practicing good problem-solving skills. The project’s sponsor ultimately
hired one of the students for his project team, further demonstrating that our students possess the skills that
are valued by our industry partners.
Teamwork Skills
Companies are interested in hiring IS/IT professionals who can work well with others from various
backgrounds and fields. Because project managers frequently work with people who are not part of their
project team, it is critical that they understand and respect the various workplace dynamics. The teamwork
skills of our PM capstone students were assessed by the sponsors, students, and faculty. At the end of the
semester, PM capstone students were asked to rank their teammates and themselves on how well they
worked as a team using a 5-point Likert scale as follows: Excellent = 5, Good = 4, Fair = 3, Poor = 2, and
Very poor = 1. For the two full years where feedback on teamwork skills was collected, the data showed
that students believed they were good teammates and that their teamwork skills were better than Good (i.e.,
above 4) (see Figure 2). They also rated their peers’ skills as better than Good, but less than their own
capabilities. Although sponsors were not asked to formally rate the teamwork ability of the students, they
provided some informal feedback on this skill, which was consistent with the students’ own assessment.
On one student evaluation completed by a sponsor, the sponsor shared the following observation:
“As an example: during the onset, the team seemed to almost be working independently from my
communication/meetings with them. This rapidly changed within the first weeks of the project, and
their division of tasks amongst themselves that followed, in my opinion, contributed immensely to
the success of them meeting the objectives of our project.”
Another indicator that PM capstone students have good teamwork skills is that, during the four years that
students worked in teams, few complaints were made about members not participating on their teams.
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Faculty believe that the scarcity of complaints demonstrates the professionalism of the students and shows
that all team members for the most part cared about and were invested in the project’s success.

4.63

4.43
4.35
4.25

4.24
4.19

2020

Self
4.63

peers
4.19

overall
4.35

2021

4.43

4.24

4.25

Figure 2: Student Assessment of Teamwork Ability

Leadership Skills
Leadership can be defined as the process of influencing others to understand and agree about what needs to
be done and how to do it, and the process of facilitating individual and collective efforts to accomplish
shared objectives (Yukl, 2006). Informal sponsor feedback and faculty observations were used to assess the
leadership abilities of our PM capstone students over the five-year review period. Capstone faculty observed
that students would initiate difficult conversations with their peers in instances where those peers were not
fully contributing to a project’s success. Team members then would escalate the situation to the faculty if
it became more serious. Faculty addressed the issue by emphasizing the importance of each individual's
involvement and the implications of their conduct. Often, upon reviewing their weekly logs, some students
who were guilty of not pulling their weight on the team would admit to this shortcoming. In those cases,
they were able to turn things around through coaching.
Leadership in project management also means the ability to effectively manage both people and tasks.
Simply by the way they work with others, leaders encourage and inspire others. This type of leadership was
observed in our PM capstone students by faculty during the period under review. For example, one project
team consisted of several teammates who appeared to be polar opposites when it came to task management.
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While the team’s composition was initially very frustrating for all members, the students on the team found
a way to collaborate for the project's benefit. When asked about team improvement over the semester, their
sponsor had the following to offer:
“Yes, I believe all students involved demonstrated improvement. [Student A] showed an
exceptional capacity for professionalism, [sic] and planning that seemed to evolve throughout the
project, while [Student B] did similarity [sic] in terms of implementing the initial frameworks of
the data management and inventory control system requested through the project scope.”

Limitations
One obvious limitation of our assessment is that the writer of this paper and the person conducting the
assessments was also the lead designer of the capstone course and the principal instructor of the project
management courses. While these different roles aid our understanding of the data reviewed, some question
may be raised about the overall objectivity of our evaluation. The fact that the IST department reviews the
program annually and looks for opportunities to improve on a continuous basis may mitigate any such
objectivity concerns.
Another limitation of our assessment is the small sample size, which is a function of the size of our IST
program, the school, and the local business community. The small sample size further serves as a limitation
on the generalizability of the findings.
One further limitation is that we did not systematically and formally collect data on all of the skills reviewed
from all key stakeholders for all five years under review. In the case of leadership skills, our assessment
was not based on any formal collection of data from relevant stakeholders.
Despite the limitations highlighted, we believe that the data indicate that UVI’s PM capstone program
provides a valuable experiential learning opportunity that well prepares our IST students for success in
industry.

Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to share our assessment over a five-year period of a PM capstone course for
IS/IT students offered in the context of a small university and small business community. When UVI
restructured its PM capstone program five years ago, the objective of the program was not simply to produce
PMP-certified project managers, but rather to produce students who are well-prepared with the skills needed
for success in the IS/IT industry. The program requires IST students to apply PM principles to real-world
circumstances to produce outcomes needed by industry sponsors, with the goal of helping the students to
strengthen their technical skills and develop the essential soft skills needed to function as well-rounded
IS/IT professionals. A review of the feedback and observations of the program’s key stakeholders over the
five years that the program has been in effect indicates that the program has been successful in meeting its
main objective. The quantitative and qualitative data collected and reviewed in this paper demonstrate that
UVI’s PM capstone course helps students to practice their PM and IS/IT technical abilities while also
developing confidence in soft skills such as communication, problem-solving, teamwork, and leadership.
Working on real-world projects has compelled our students to learn how to cope with challenges that were
not precisely defined at the outset of a project. Students benefited from working in project teams, and they
learned from experiencing all of the PM process groups and from each other while dealing with different
challenges. Overall, our five-year assessment of UVI’s PM capstone program supports a conclusion that
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the kind of experiential learning environment provided by the program is important and valuable for
teaching our IST students the range of skills needed to be successful in the IS/IT industry.
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